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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They sent an automated
response to me immediately, but nothing after that. I believe the car sold within a matter of days
as it is a highly sought after vehicle presently. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Why Use CarGurus? Nissan Skyline For Sale 8 listings. It also appears in Forza Horizon 4 since
Update It was produced from to , and replaced by the FC series that was is available in the Forza
series as the Mazda Savanna RX The GSL-SE trim was offered from to , and added a limited-slip
differential as well as improved brakes and suspension. Conceived as a light sports, the
features a rotary engine mounted behind the front axle for a balanced weight distribution on the
chassis. Unlike newer Mazda RX-7 models in the Forza series, the RX-7 has a naturally-aspirated
rotary engine rather than a turbocharged variant. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Mazda and the rotary engine â€” a
synonymous pairing best represented by the Mazda RX-7; the loud, high-revving rotary, paired
with the lightweight, perfectly balanced, incredibly aerodynamic body. The already powerful
Mazda twin-rotor hp engine saw a further evolution with the redesign that brought the RX-7
more in line with the likes of Porsche. It also bumped the power of that rotary design up to hp
and added a turbocharger. Requires the April Alpinestars Pack. Unlock Requirements Car
Dealer:. Requires the Alpinestars Car Pack. Unlock Requirements Unlock:. Unlock
Requirements Hard-to-Find:. A " Hard-to-Find " vehicle that can not be purchased from the
Autoshow. Can be purchased or bid on through an Auction House listing. This vehicle may
appear as a listed item in the Forzathon Shop or as a Festival Playlist reward. Retrieved
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Unlock
Requirements Unlock: Purchase from the car dealer for 36, Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. They got back on my offer and tried to make my car
buying easy they were nice can't say nothing but good things. Terrible at responding to emails.
I called to ask about a truck I was interested in and the person said "it was sold" and hung up
on me. Very dissatisfied and never going there again. Dennis was great to talk to and do
business with,we made a deal on the car and he is now helping me to find transportation of it
from Florida to my house in Massachusetts. What a smooth deal between Toofic and my
husband and myself. Normally, buying a car is something I completely hate. But we were in and
out of there with in 45 minutes. They were fair on my trade in as well. And I look like a sexy
beast driving it! Rapid response, greated me at the dealership, oolite and friendly. Answered all
my questions, accurate discretion and most importantly, no pressure. A pleasure to deal with.
Highly recommended. I talked to a woman there about the red Dodge pickup short box half ton
with canopy four-wheel drive with 53, mi on it made an offer she wouldn't even call me back.
Great communication through the process. Nevi was great to work with. Bought a great car over
the internet for my daughter who lived nearby Very helpful. Friendly and answered questions
promptly and courteously. Only downside was he was not willing to negotiate on price but that
is not a negative, just disappointing for me personally :. He gave great insite information. Sad
that even the car only had 18, miles. The age of the car was a factor for no financial help by the
banks. Not a smart way to conduct good business. It's a bad guideline, year , older vehicles in
prestin condition are in better stance than the newer ones. Nothing special. They responded but
did not have a good grasp on the t-bird. I would have liked to see more in-depth pictures and a
data plate. I will probably look elsewhere. Nice contact back and quickly answered my
questions. Very professional and tools the extra steps to get the I formation I needed. Everyone
at Arizona Specialty Motors has been more than 5 star in helping iron out a few kinks in the
purchase process. Chad has been top notch. Nice car and everything but the car was way over
priced and the dealer wouldn't work on the price.. KKB was priced at This dealer is asking 4k
over priced.. Good luck selling at that price.. The car was incredibly dirty. Junk in the
cupholders, garbage in the center console, and scuffs and dirty on the paneling. I liked the car
but I could never buy from them because of the condition of their car. Also, the sales guy was
all over the place and we had to wait around for him a couple times while he was doing other
things. Was a great experience the salesman actually took a video n some pictures n texted it to
me.. Excellent response time. Very good introduction to another source from which to purchase
my classic car. I ended up purchasing a vehicle for them and it went great. They were very

professional to work with and the car came as expected. Luxury was slow but they answered
my questions. I found a vehicle in the area to purchase. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
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Available. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Manny. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Angel.
Springfield, MA Message Seller. Private Seller: Jay. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan Skyline For
Sale 8 listings. Search Studies. Used Cars. Mazda RX Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most
Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Location:
Mount Clemens, MI Location: Cream Ridge, NJ Location: Grand Rapids, MI Location: Pompano
Beach, FL Positives: certified pre-owned car. Location: Saint Johnsbury, VT Get email alerts for
price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search
results? Zip Code Required X. How many are for sale and priced below market? Mazda Rx-7 In
Top Cities. Others also viewed these Models Used Mazda Rx-7 By Trim. Keep me posted on new
listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please
specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track
price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct
email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been
saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search?
Subscribe No. Mazda RX-7 in Atlanta. Mazda RX-7 in Dallas. Mazda RX-7 in Chicago. Mazda RX-7
in Miami. Mazda RX-7 in Philadelphia. Mazda RX-7 in Orlando. BMW 3 Series for Sale. Chevrolet
Corvette for Sale. Volkswagen Gti for Sale. Used Mazda RX-7 Base. Used Mazda RX-7 S. Used
Mazda RX-7 Turbo. Used Mazda RX-7 Sport. Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. By the late s, new sports car introductions were a rare event.
Sensing the same need that Nissan had in for an affordable, reliable and basic sports car,
Mazda rushed to fill the niche that Datsun had abandoned when they irretrievably took the Z
upmarket as the ZX. Mazda even had the nerve to invoke the beloved Z in the original ads for the
RX It gave near V-8 performance and a lofty redline, but it also saddled the car with V-8 fuel
economy levels. No matter, it was what enthusiasts had been clamoring for. Affordable, quick,
and well-built, Mazda dealers were played the game that Datsun dealers had a decade before.
Few RX-7s left dealer lots at anything near sticker price. GS cars were more heavily optioned
and could be had with automatic and air conditioning. There were few changes and few color
choices for the first several years, with the hp A version of the Rotary being the only engine
available. It was enough to give the lightweight car more than adequate performance for the
day. Updated bumpers and tail lamps appeared along with different alloy wheel choices in and
the GSL package which added disc brakes at all four wheels. Mazda RX-7s have yet to catch on
the way the Datsun Z, which means that nice examples can still be found quite reasonably.
Some fears not totally unjustified among collectors exist of worn out rotor tip apex seals and a
lack of mechanics with enough familiarity to address engine problems, but a healthy first-gen
car is a delightful basic sports car. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not
imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a
Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. History of the Mazda RX-7 By the late s, new sports car introductions were a rare
event. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
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Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information minty. Contact seller. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Long Beach,
California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other

fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Condition is "Used". Just send me
a message. Please contact your Mazda Rotary engine specialist for your aplication. Thanks for
watching our adds. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There
are 1 items available. Mention Mazda, and most people immediately recall the million-selling
Miata MX-5 roadster , built for the last 26 years. It was so successful that the four-rotor Mazda B
won the 24 Hours of Le Mans in â€”the only Japanese car company to do so. But in the
company pinned its future on R and RX-2 coupes, following up with RX3 coupes, sedans,
wagons, and even pickups in But engine failures required constant factory replacements, as
Mazda struggled to develop durable apex seals like piston rings, but for a rotary. By , their
economical GLC 4-cylinder hatchback was all that kept the company afloat. However Mazda
President Kenichi Yamamoto remained a believer, and launched the Savanna rotary sports
coupe in Japan in The Savanna debuted in the U. It had the bhp cc 12A engine from the RX-3,
and a stylish two-seater body, with pop-up headlights. The fragile apex seals were improved,
and gas mileage in later models jumped from the original mpg to more than 20 mpg. Best of all,
Mazda rotary engines proved durable and mileages of , are quite common, especially using
synthetic oil. Air conditioning and a sunroof were offered, with a sizeable hatchback. Headroom
was somewhat restricted, but in the U. Coil spring suspension was combined with front disc
brakes, five-speed transmission and a live rear axle, located by trailing links. The RX-7 was
good for in 8. Transistor ignition appeared in , and clunky bumpers were streamlined in , when
the fuel tank was enlarged and the dash redesigned. Standard S and GS models were joined in
by the top-line GSL, with four-wheel disc brakes, alloy wheels, limited slip differential, and
power windows. The final variation was the GSL-SE of , with signature alloy wheels, the
fuel-injected, bhp, cc 13B motor, and top speed of mph. Mechanically, the RX-7 has few inherent
problems, save a rather weak second gear synchro, and an inadequate power-steering pump,
which is best avoided. But fuel-injected parts for the GSL-SE are difficult to find, and the oil
cooler for that model is different from the carbureted car. Mazda rotary engines have raced
competitively for 45 years. Bockman will be back. In all, , of the compact first-generation RX-7s
were sold and just like the Miata, a robust survival rate has kept prices reasonable. Engine,
gearbox, brakes, and suspension proved durable and bodies rust-resistant. The only problem
for collectors is finding skilled rotary mechanics. Depending on use, collectible cars eventually
require engine rebuilds, and a quick glance at the mystifying shop manual confirms that none of
your tools or basic knowledge will help. Due to their reliability and sporting qualities,
low-mileage cars are very rare, which explains the price variance. But , mile cars still promise
lengthy service, and wrecking yards will provide plentiful spares. However NOS parts are more
difficult; there are few new cases for 12A carbureted engines, and the much rarer 13B engine
cases are practically non-existent. Car Profiles. Paul Duchene. A Story About. Your weekly dose
of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up.
More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for
good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment. A service performed in included flushing
the coolant, a replacement fuel filter, and cleaning front brakes as well as fresh oils for the
engine, transmission, and differential. More recent work in consisted of new rear brakes, an oil

change, and a state inspection. This first-generation RX-7 is offered with a clean Carfax report,
car cover, Haynes manual, partial records from new, and a Vermont bill of sale. This example
was optioned with Sparkling Black Metallic H1 paint and features a removable sunroof.
Blemishes consist of minor chips and scratches throughout the body as well as two small
indentations according to the seller. No accident damage is listed on the Carfax report. The
front brakes were cleaned in and the rears replaced in per the seller. The interior is upholstered
in burgundy leather with matching door panels, plastics, and carpeting. This example was not
optioned with power steering, though power windows, mirrors, and antenna are equipped and
said to work as intended. New rear hatch struts are fitted. The 6-digit odometer displays just
over 68k miles, about 12k of which have been added by the seller during his five years with the
car. A hairline crack is noted in the instrument panel, as is a cracked steering wheel housing
which can be seen up close in gallery photos below. The cassette deck plays only in one
direction and the air conditioning system does not blow cold. The 1. The seller reports that the
gearbox was rebuilt under previous ownership, though no supporting records are available. The
car has reportedly been serviced from new by a former Mazda dealership technician. Underbody
photos are provided in the gallery below to show the condition of the exhaust, rear axle, and
chassis. Videos of the car driving are viewable below. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been
posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen.
Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the
seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released.
When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If
you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or
email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? See Result. Upcom
2002 chevy impala weight
2013 ford focus se hatchback manual
car stereo capacitor wiring diagram
ing Events Copperstate April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends
in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. A walk-around video can be seen above. The
Carfax report indicates no accident history and shows longterm Vermont ownership. Filed
under: fb , rx 7 , rx7. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. August 17, at PM
PT.

